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Fantastic game. 120 levels that are very nicely and systematically integrated and divided from light to heavy. The yellow and
orange world are a real challenge for the players. The graphics are extraordinary, the control of the game is excellent, the music
is mystical. Once you finish the game, you will want it again and again .. I didn't know I had been craving a marble madness type
game until I saw the ad for this game. The controls are tight and the level design seems good from what I've seen, with good
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visual style. Pick it up if the genre has any interest to you.. been wanting play a game like this reminds me of when i would play
simialr flash games way back then still very fun. I didn't know I had been craving a marble madness type game until I saw the ad
for this game. The controls are tight and the level design seems good from what I've seen, with good visual style. Pick it up if
the genre has any interest to you.. Marble platformers are my favourite type of game, and it has been awhile since I've found any
good ones on Steam. TLBTC has a clean, modern UI and a wonderfully simple art style.. been wanting play a game like this
reminds me of when i would play simialr flash games way back then still very fun. Really scratches the "explore" itch very well,
with an upgraded Marble Madness aesthetic. For those who want a challenge and want to exploit nooks and crannies, the time-
limit achievement on each level will satisfy.. The Little Ball That Could is one of those games that seems destined to be
overlooked. It's a Unity game, and looks a bit dime-a-dozen. Given Steam's complete lack of curation, you could be forgiven for
branding it shovelware and moving on to a more vaunted title. That said, looks can be deceiving and within the sparsely-
populated marble genre, TLBTC is a surprisingly adept and welcoming package. Marble games tend to dip the paintbrush into
three primary pots: blistering pace, collectathons, and exploration platforming. Something like Super Monkey Ball would
definitely be a combination of the first two, while The Little Ball That Could mostly eschews speed for a relatively zen
experience, despite the optional time target on each level. The basic idea is simple - collect gems, puzzle pieces and reach the
finish after dodging obstacles and fatal falls - but notably more sedate and polished than in many other marble games. The
movement is highly deliberate, not allowing you to build up an enormous amount of speed, and falling from a height onto a hard
surface frequently results in a spectacular shattering of glass shards. This ball is brittle, and the game is designed around this
fragility. There are five worlds, each introducing a new environmental mechanic/hazard or two, with general difficulty and level
length increasingly as you go. Across the board, though, there are long ramps and spongy platforms to save your spherical skin
after a swan dive. Switches, doors, hidden passageways and horizontal lifts (that move slowly enough to induce frustration at
points) are also par for the course. Initially, I thought the fixed camera angle to be an odd choice, but it seems the restriction has
allowed the devs to design their levels tightly, with multiple routes to the finish.as well as the occasional disguised puzzle piece
secreted behind a wall. You'll need to traverse these paths in the right order to get all the gems, which usually means passing up
the opportunity to reach the goal before the time target expires, so you'll be playing most levels at least twice. I didn't find this to
be a bother, and enjoyed the puzzle aspect to navigating the levels. In addition, after beating the 120 levels, you unlock 'powers'
that let you traverse the levels in a different manner, essentially making the NG+ mode feel fresh. Unity is ubiquitous these
days, but TLBTC has a sheen to it, a clean aesthetic that is pleasing to view. Lighting changes during darker levels are also
welcome, along with the different skins that you unlock as you progress. It's all very IKEA minimalist, with a sadly limited
colour palette at times, but it does suit the game. The OST is pleasant, albeit repetitive after a while due to a limited number of
tracks, and the SFX are solid. There are faults; the length of the levels can sometimes drag a tad, and you do need to be in a
patient mindset to play a game like this, but overall it's an impressive and understated package. Devs NaissusWorks seem to
mostly be known for mobile games, with this being their first foray into the world of Steam - I can only tip my hat to them for a
game that I thoroughly enjoyed. As a sidenote, Ballistic is a good option if you prefer quicker marble games, with Escape
Lizards fulfilling a good collectathon spree. Marblize and Puzzle Dimension are other good plays, but The Little Ball That Could
is right up there with them. Recommended.. Brings back memories of the old marble madness (minus the aggressive AI
marbles) and has a portal flavour to the graphics, its entertaining, easy to jump in and out of as time allows and offers a nice
selection of increasingly complex puzzles. Nicely done.
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